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SERIES DESCRIPTION
Richard M. Bissell served as a business consultant to a wide variety of concerns over the course
of his career. He was retained by the U.S. Steel Corporation as an advisor beginning in 1946. He
served U.S. Steel from September of 1946 to August of 1947 and again from February to July of
1948. This series contains background information, drafts, and reports concerning his work at
U.S. Steel.
Bissell’s time working for U.S. Steel was divided between two projects. His first task was
directing an investigation into the possibility of stabilizing employment in the company. His
second task was investigating the advantages, disadvantages, and costs to U.S. Steel of annual
guarantees of wages and employment and then analyzing the consequences of wage and
employment guarantees to the U.S. economy and industry in general.
Document formats in this series include reports, clippings, correspondence, memoranda,
published materials, notes, and drafts. The folders in the series are arranged in two sections;
“U.S. Steel” folders contain correspondence, documentation and background material while the
remaining folders contain drafts and outlines. Folder titles in each section are arranged
alphabetically. All folders in this series are arranged in reverse chronological order. In some
cases the chronology extends all the way through a folder or begins anew underneath separate
tabs. Some items appear to have possibly had handwritten dates appended to them some time
after they were originally created.
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Contents
U.S. Steel – Background Material (1) – (2) [numbered exhibits]
U.S. Steel – External Study (1946 – 1947) (1) – (2) [tabs “Corresp.,”
“Popularization,” “Prelim. Plans”]
U.S. Steel – Guaranteed Annual Wage (OWMR – Office of War Mobilization and
Reconversion) 12/45 – 1947 [tab “Background – manhours worked and no. of
wage earners”]
U.S. Steel – Internal Study (1946 – 1947) (1) – (3) [tabs “Corresp.,” “Comments,”
“Drafts,” “Interviews – Sales & Finance,” “Outlines”]
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Study of Employment Stabilization and Wage Guarantees – Outline of Final
Report, 5 December 1946, U.S. Steel Internal Study
Tentative Draft – Internal Study of Employment Stabilization and Guaranteed

Wages (1) – (2)
Third Draft – Analysis of the Consequences of the Widespread Institution of
Guarantees – March 10, 1947, External Report, U.S. Steel [Copy 1]
Third Draft – Analysis of the Consequences of the Widespread Institution of
Guarantees – March 10, 1947, External Report, U.S. Steel [Copy 2]
[Third Draft –] Notes for Rewrite of Third Draft – Analysis of the Consequences
of the Widespread Institution of Wage Guarantees – Date: March-April 1948
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